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There is a range of ways this programme will be delivered.
Principals choose the best option for them and their 
 school. Delivery options could include online, in person,
one on one, group, residential - and a combination of all of
the above! The best part is Principals decide what suits
them!

Delivery

The 'Raranga Tira' PLD modules are aligned to
the career structure stages of the Primary and
Secondary Principals' Collective Agreements.
Bespoke modules have been planned to
appropriately recognise the different stages of
Principal leadership.

Principal stages

It is well documented that a school that invests in its Principal's
development will see wide-ranging benefits for the school.
Additional benefits will be self-selected areas of leadership
development for Principals to prioritise, professional development
specific to their Principal experience, a focus on personal well
being - and resourcing and support to enable Principals to have
the time and motivation to participate. This is a PLD concept
focused on Principals.

Benefits for Principals?

The design of Raranga Tira is based on 'Rauhuia: Principals' Voice; Feedback from New Zealand Principals on Leadership priorities for Rauhuia' -
written by Linda Miller and Iva Ropati, for The Teaching Council / Matatū Aotearoa and the New Zealand Principals' Federation (2021).
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The Weaving Together of People

Executive Summary

Each stage has five modules to choose from.
Module One is compulsory for everyone in that
stage. Principals then choose two more modules
(out of the four remaining) to complete. Principals
can choose to complete all five modules for a 
 badge of recognition - particular to their Principal
experience stage.  

Modules
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Raranga - weaving
Tira - group

Rangatira typically is translated as 'leader' - but derives from the notion of raranga tira - the
weaving of people together. This leadership programme is planned deliberately to support the
leadership of principals in New Zealand schools. The programme has an intentional focus on
recognising the contribution that individual principals make to create a strong professional group
of education leaders. By supporting principals to grow and further develop in their leadership
roles, we help create a strong group of education professionals dedicated to positive outcomes
for their students, their school whānau, and wider community.

Raranga Tira
The Weaving Together of People

Aligned to Ngā Paerewa / the Standards for the Teaching Profession (STPs) - including
Educational Leadership Capability Framework (2018)
Focused on professional practice, supporting principals, and school/ECE leaders to grow
and learn in their role for the benefit of all learners in their setting – including annual
Professional Growth Cycle goals
Modular

One module is a mandatory prerequisite at each stage
Three (including the mandatory prerequisite) out of five possible modules must be
completed for each stage – principal’s choice – can do all five for extra credit ('Poutama
Badge' / micro-credentials etc)
A principal can show evidence of their prior learning in a module and have that deemed
to be completed (recognises prior-knowledge or study)

“Completed” on the decision of your chosen facilitator based on:
Full attendance at the PLD or engagement in the online modules
Evidence of the learning applied in the school – the principal’s presentation in the final
module / a celebration and acknowledgement of their learning

A high trust model. Professionals are genuinely seeking their own improvement for the
benefit of students, staff, community, and their own wellbeing and professional credibility
and growth. There are no ‘assignments’ or evidence to be collected. Principals will show
engagement in the PLD and completion of modules as described above.

The PLD framework is:

Framework Overview
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Raranga Tira 

Whakapapa
The principle of self-discovery

Whanaungatanga
The principle of healthy relationships

Kotahitanga
The principle of unity

Whakapapa is genealogy. From a Te Ao Māori perspective, it is how an
individual or a group of people determine the role and relationships
within their whānau, hapū and iwi.

In relation to school leadership, whakapapa is about being
connected. It plays an important role in shaping your world view.
Whakapapa is about knowing who you are and where you come from.

Whanaungatanga refers to relationships or bonds of kinship. From a Te
Ao Māori perspective, all relationships are important.
Whanaungatanga emphasises the role and responsibility of the
individual as part of a collective.
 
In the context of school leadership, whanaungatanga represents
the importance of having quality relationships in all aspects of
their lives. In doing so it will provide a sense of belonging,
togetherness, and relatedness

Kotahitanga can be described as ‘oneness’ or ‘unity. On one hand
kotahitanga is about acknowledging and respecting individual
differences but on the other hand it is about the desire to reach a
consensus among the collective. 

In a school leadership context, kotahitanga represents a leader’s
contribution to the collective (students, staff, whānau, community)
through understanding their unique skill set and its development.
Kotahitanga is about keeping in balance the perspective of the leader
and the collective.

Initial or
Beginning

Principles

Initial or
Beginning
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Mana
The principle of influence

Rangatiratanga
The principle of self-determination

Auaha
The principle of creativity
Auaha is defined as innovative or creativity. 

In relation to school leadership, auaha represents preparing our
future generation – of learners and teachers. It encourages exploring
and growing their skills to become enablers of change in their
communities and leaders of the future.

Mana is defined as “status”. The concept of mana is complex as it has
many dimensions such as mana tupuna (powers inherently passed on)
mana whenua (power of the land), mana tangata (personal attributes). 

In the context of school leadership, Mana speaks to positive
influence on the collective and future generations. At this stage a
leader truly understands who they are, and their purpose and influence
to those whom they are responsible to become clear.

Rangatiratanga is often described as the ability to determine one’s own
destiny and aspirations. 

In a school leadership context, Rangatiratanga represents the
ongoing journey of development.  It reinforces the goals of the
programme and contributes to planting seeds of our future aspirations,
nurturing their growth and direction, extending their reach and influence
beyond their own school.

Leading

Initial / Beginning

Developing &
Experienced

Leading 

There are four career structure stages for primary
principals and three for secondary principals. It is
possible that primary and secondary principals may
work together, within their local principals' association
for example. It will be up to facilitators, when co-
designing the framework modules with principals ,to
level the content according to the experience of those
in the group - or individually as needed.

Developing & 
Experienced

Leading
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Raranga Tira 

Framework Progressions
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Consistent content 
for each Principal 

Stage
delivered via...

Individual
(virtually)

courses with
networking built

in
 

Principals'
Associations

contract a
provider & work

together
 

Pasifika
Leadership
providers
(trained)

 
 Kāhui Ako

contract a
provider & work

together
 

Existing PLD
providers are

funded to provide
(after approval
process and/or

training)
 

Māori
Leadership
providers
(trained)

 
 

Individual
coaching and

mentoring
contracts

 

Principals can also choose
multiple delivery options (see

Scenarios - Principal E)

All PLD Facilitators would have to submit an RFP providing evidence they are capable of delivering the
programme content consistently and effectively – based on evidence of their experience and track record
(as they do now for the new PLD priorities – same process). This is an application process and a provider
couldn’t be funded to provide this PLD without the accreditation or approval. Those who make decisions
about these applications are experienced, culturally capable, practitioners (See 'Kaitiaki Group')
All providers, including Māori and Pasifika facilitators have to be approved via the process above.
Principals can access this PLD as of right – funded by MOE – it’s not contestable and dependent on a
senior MOE official’s opinion or a regional panel’s preferences
Principals can choose the best option for them and their school
Principals’ groups e.g. associations can contract a provider but individual principals who may not want that
model are not penalised for choosing a different option
All principals are given time to engage in this programme
Micro-credentials, completion certificates, documentation of a principal’s engagement in this PDLP is
provided

A key element of this professional development framework is that it gives principals options
in terms of delivery but consistency in terms of knowledge and outcomes – therefore:

Raranga Tira 
Delivery - a wide range of options



Raranga Tira 

Key Points
Principals must be able to clearly see (on the website, in a hard copy booklet, in PLD providers’
programme descriptions) exactly:

how the PLD modules align with national priorities
how the PLD framework is customisable to their school and their stage of principalship
the progression through stages
the benefits for themselves and their school communities
the benefits for their wellbeing – and that this is intrinsically and explicitly a feature and an
outcome of the design
the consistency across options and across providers 
the support provided 
the funding provided
the outcomes at each stage
how they can scope out the options and make the best choices for themselves

A digital hub/website is set up to provide an overview of the programme content and a database
of all the delivery options available.

A key point is that principals must see this as a process they can trust, 
run by people who have credibility and experience -  as a cohesive framework of options.

The Weaving Together of People

Kaitiaki 
A Kaitiaki Group would be established to protect the
integrity of the Raranga Tira PLD framework programme.

This group would be responsible for the overall
governance of the programme, to ensure that the
programme adhered to  its key principles and delivered
on its strategic objectives. 

The Kaitiaki Group would advocate for a strong principal voice with representatives from
other key stakeholder groups, with the majority of this group being Principals. This
would give the sector increased confidence in the PLD framework and the overall
strategic decision making. The Kaitiaki group would devise a mechanism to report back
regularly to Principals.
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Every principal receives paid personal/executive assistance – not dependent on the size and
wealth of the school

·EAs are trained to provide a range of support roles – finance, property, communication, strategic
planning, Board liaison – the EA advocates for the principal, accountable to the principal. This
role could be virtual and shared between smaller schools – x hours per week. The key idea is the
capacity and capability of this administrative person – it MUST take a significant load off the
principal’s shoulders, not add to it.

Every principal receives ‘working from home’ time built into the contract and performance
agreement – to undertake PLD
A network of ‘go to’ trusted, experienced principals is set up to respond to urgent requests for
advice, help, support
Easy access to international, national and regional research
Statutory intervention has a major overhaul – new model is implemented
Rural and low decile school principals get targeted support urgently
Compliance for policy development, strategic planning, reporting, official documentation is radically
reduced and, for example, taken on by principals’ associations who develop a regional template or
model that all schools can use – think School Docs as one example – this could also be part of the
‘one-stop-shop’ concept - available through a national hub for downloading free
ERO and MOE Advisers continue with ongoing PLD in critical consciousness, anti-racism,
Whiteness, and how their practice perpetuates negative, inequitable outcomes, particularly for low-
decile, and rural schools
ERO's role is redefined to work with principal networks, principal associations, collegial models, like
the Professional Growth Cycle models – reporting against the outcomes of this PLD programme and
its impact on teaching and learning and student, staff, and principal wellbeing (instead of numeracy,
literacy, and NCEA outcomes)

This could include secondment into systems roles at regional and national level
MOE broaden definitions of success, so that schools can set goals and report against broader
measurements of achievement in schools

Other essentials designed to eliminate the barriers Principals identified to their engagement in
PLD and their wellbeing and workload:

Eliminating Barriers For Principals

Principals who complete 3 out of 5 modules (meeting the minimum requirement) would qualify for the
Executive Assistant support (see 'Raranga Tira Module Content' pages for details).
Principals who choose to complete all five modules would be recognised with a 'Poutama badge'. This
'badge' would be able to be used on the school website and other promotional material to acknowledge
the Principal's commitment to their personal and professional development. - beyond the minimum
requirement.  

Professional motivation to participate could also be enhanced by

The ultimate motivation for principals to be involved needs to be the content of the modules and
the bespoke nature of the professional development delivered. The provision of an executive
assistant would address the principal workload issues raised consistently by principals in the
Rauhuia consultation process. The 'Poutama' badge recognises the principal's personal
commitment to their own professional development and would follow the principal to future
principal roles. These additional 'extra' motivations could help principals to be involved early as
there is a direct benefit to them personally and professionally. 
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Principal A
Is an Initial principal six months into the job. She chooses to join the PLDP offered via her
local principals’ association who have contracted an approved provider and are offering the
five initial principals’ modules over the next two years. This option provides a professional
mentor – also approved via a national RFP process. There are several experienced
principals in this local association also offer mentoring and ‘nuts and bolts’ support. She
decides she wants to do all five modules

Raranga Tira 
Principal Scenarios

Principal B

Is an Experienced Māori principal who is already implementing a culturally sustaining
curriculum in his school. He decides he isn’t likely to get this type of support and challenge
yet in his local association but has a strong network of colleagues through Te Akatea, the
national Māori principals’ association and, in particular, several like-minded principals within
the association he has networked informally with over the last few years. They form a group
and contract an approved provider to deliver all five modules

Principal C

Is a Leading principal who has joined her local association’s group which is offering
professional mentoring. She contracts an individual approved coach to work through
Modules 1, 3 and 4 as she is keen to identify ways to make her curriculum and assessment
more critical and culturally sustaining.

Principal D

Is an Experienced rural principal in a two-teacher school with few opportunities to access
PLD. She decides to utilise the opportunity to work individually online through the series of
five modules. She also enjoys the opportunity to connect virtually with others working
through this option for online hui to share with and learn from each other.

Principal E

Is a Leading principal in a U4 (151-300 students) secondary school. He has a master’s degree in
Educational Administration which focused on curriculum leadership. He completes Module 1 with
the facilitator contracted by his local principals’ association for all principals in the group because
he believes this module is relevant for the whole community of schools. He uses his tertiary study
of curriculum leadership as evidence of prior knowledge which credits him with completing
Module 3. He chooses Module 5 and contracts a coach to help align his school goals with the
Mana Whenua Education Plan for his school’s iwi. This completes his third and final module. He
chooses, with the help of his coach to present his learning to mana whenua as well as to his
principal colleagues.

Principal F

Is a Developing principal in a school in a remote location. She is not able to attend meetings or
events due to the distance it takes to travel, and decides to find a module that is delivered as a
residential option. This will enable her to spend time with colleagues to extend her professional
networks. 
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Provider 1

Is an MOE Leadership Advisor who undergoes additional PLD in the consistent delivery of
the modules relevant to their prior experience and could become approved providers who
contract to individuals and groups

Raranga Tira 
Provider Scenarios

Provider 2

A large national provider. Submits an RFP and is approved to deliver Modules 2, 3, 4, 5.
Contracts to principals’ associations and Kāhui Ako to deliver these modules through in-
person workshops spread across two years. Also delivers online modules to smaller initial
principals’ groups.

Provider 3 

A smaller provider in the South Island. Submits an RFP and is approved to deliver Module 1.
Develops in-person hui located at Ngai Tahu marae in the regions and focuses on alignment
with the iwi Education Plan and iwi aspirations. 

Provider 4

Develops a range of modules as online workshops and courses and focuses on rural
principals who prefer to work individually and network with others in the same position.
Facilitates a residential course in locations central to those engaged in these workshops to
allow for networking and sharing of ideas and learning.
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Choose your preferred delivery method
Arrange ‘time out’ to support this PLD
Think about a Professional Growth Cycle goal that is aligned to your school and
community – relevant to your stage of principalship
Customise your PLD with your group and your chosen facilitator
Modules are to be defined, but could include a two-hour ‘front-loading’ session (in
person, as part of a group, individually online) approx. once per term (you or your group
can decide this) with activities to carry out in your school before the next session – you
retain notes, photos, minutes etc to use in your final presentation to demonstrate your
engagement

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Raranga Tira 
Modules

The following pages show the potential content of the five different
modules for each of the different principal 'stages'.

While the content is different for each principal stage - this is the process
the principal would follow each time they were  selecting the module
appropriate to meet their needs. 

Initial / Beginning

Developing &
Experienced

Leading 
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Raranga Tira 

Module Content - examples
INITIAL / BEGINNING PRINCIPALS’ PLD MODULES 

(UP TO 3 YEARS TO COMPLETE)
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DEVELOPING & EXPERIENCED  PRINCIPALS’ PLD MODULES 
(UP TO 3 YEARS TO COMPLETE)
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LEADING PRINCIPALS’ PLD MODULES 
(UP TO 3 YEARS TO COMPLETE)
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